2021 TFB PHOTO CONTEST Entries

Trees for Bloomfield Initiative

Our responsibility for future generations
Photo Contest Facts and Figures

- 4 Categories: Landscape, Portrait, Abstract, Close-up
- Trees pictured are located in Bloomfield
- Entrants reside in Bloomfield
- 40 entries submitted by 24 photographers
- Panel of 3 judges selected 9 Winning and 4 Honorable Mention photographs
“Into the Woods” by Benjamin Skaught
Wintonbury Hills Golf Course Landscape - Winner
“Sunrise on a Winter Morning” by Jan Baker
Tumble Brook Country Club  Landscape- Winner
“Autumn Beauty” by Molly Garfinkel
LaSalette Park Landscape - Winner
“Waterfall of Leaves” by Robin Sherwood
Penwood State Park
Landscape - Winner
“Fall Jewell on Woodland Avenue” by Sydney Halsall
Woodland Avenue    Landscape – Honorable Mention
“Fall Reflected” by Dawn Hasara
Filley Park  Landscape- Honorable Mention
“Untitled” by Melissa McWeeny
Location Unknown
Landscape
“Trees in the Mist” by Joyce Echevarria
Woodside Village Landscape
“Misty Trees” by Joyce Echevarria
Woodside Village Landscape
“Fall Pond View” by Sydney Halsall
Blue Hills Extension Landscape
“A Serene Tree Ensemble” by Tatiana Ponder
Penwood State Park Landscape
“Morning Breaks over the Wildwoods, 9/11/2021” by Nancy Kline
Bloomfield Reservoir 2, Northeast Corner Landscape
“Trees in Season 2” by Nicole Hooks
Camelot Drive
Landscape
“Vista Gardens” by Benjamin Skaught
Vista Gardens, Adams & Duncaster Roads
Portrait - Winner
“A Quiet Morning” by Linda Deabay
Mount Saint Benedict Cemetery
Portrait - Winner
“Tree by Moonlight” by Nancy Beller-Krieger
South Pond Village Portrait – Honorable Mention
“Evolution of a Red Bud Maple” by David Hager
Duncaster Road
Portrait

Evolution of A Red Bud Maple, Spring 2021

April 12    April 13    April 21    April 22    April 23    April 26
April 27    April 29    May 4       May 6       May 12      May 16
“Branching Out” by Dawna Hasara
700 Block of Bloomfield Avenue, west side  Portrait/Abstract
“Bold and Beautiful” by Sharon O’connor
Mills Pond Condominium, Chestnut Hill Road    Portrait
“Metasequoia (Dawn Redwood) Standing Tall” by Barbara Vita
Juniper Road
Portrait
“Moon Between the Leaves” by Ruben Figueroa
Cottage Grove Road

Portrait
“Christmas Moon” by Ruben Figueroa
Cottage Grove Road Portrait
“Twisted” by Adrian & Suzette Myles
Overbrook Farms Road   Portrait
“Well-dressed Snag” by Bette Hardersen
Wintonbury Ave. between Beamans Brook & Filley St
Portrait
“Shagbark Hickory” by Bette Hardersen
Seabury Lawn Portrait
“Aged Corkscrew Willow” by Kevin Gough
Maple Edge Drive  Portrait
“Uncertain Clouds” by Molly Garfinkel
LaSalette Park   Portrait
“Magnolia Beauty” by Teresa Love
Foothills Way Portrait
“Magnificent Magnolia” by Dick Pierce
Corner of South Barn Hill & Wadhams Road
Portrait
“Ode to the Mighty Oak on a Snowy Day” by Robin Sherwood
Hawk Hill

Abstract - Winner
“Metasequoia (Dawn Redwood) Moon Dance” by Barbara Vita

Juniper Road

Abstract
“Over the Brook and Through the Woods” by Danielle Morander
Gabb Road
Abstract
“The Heart of Nature” by Jennifer Tyes
CREC Museum Academy        Close-up - Winner
“Magnolia Blooms” by Tatiana Ponder
LaSalette Park        Close-up - Winner
“Baby Robins” by Teresa Love
Foothills Way Close-up – Honorable Mention
“Untitled” by Jennifer Tyes
CREC Museum Academy    Close-up
Thank you Bloomfield residents for sharing your wonderful photographs!
2021 TFB PHOTO CONTEST

Photo Contest Co-Sponsors:

Conservation Energy & Environment Committee (CEEC)
Bloomfield Beautification Committee (BBC)
Town of Bloomfield Leisure Services
Town of Bloomfield Senior Services
Donations for planting trees can be made to
The Trees for Bloomfield Fund
at
The Hartford Foundation for Public Giving

Email treesforbloomfield@gmail.com for details.